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T

exture has an effect on the
work we do as woodturners.
Embellished vessels that we see
at local chapter meetings and symposiums and in galleries and museums
inspire us. Even the simple application of texture, in just the right
place, can add to the overall dynamic
look of a piece, supporting its form
and concept, bringing the work lusciously alive: We are drawn into its
enchantment and want to caress it
with our hands and examine it with
our eyes.
Previously, I wrote about the
influence of line as an element in
art (vol 28, no 3). Another element
is texture. Texture can essentially
be described either by the way a
three-dimensional work feels when
touched or by its visual sense or
look. When applied expertly, texture

manipulates the viewer’s perception
to enhance interest. Anyone can
learn to recognize successful application of texture, understand how
it works to enhance turned objects,
and master techniques to embellish
turned objects.

Physical texture
Tactile texture is what we experience
when we touch the surface of a bowl
or plate. When we touch something,
we create a memory for that surface in
the same manner we create a memory
for our sense of smell. In Steve Sinner’s
Ariadne’s Thread, after our eyes note
the complex pattern, our mind immediately recognizes the vessel’s surface
as smooth, glistening, and polished.
We are compelled to touch this vase,
fingers gently gliding over the form. We
have felt surfaces like this previously,

so even if not allowed to touch Steve’s
vase, we know how it will feel.
John Jordan’s walnut vessel has
another familiar surface treatment.
We recognize its uneven exterior and
our eyes enjoy the soft bounce of light
on the wood. There is richness in this
subtle texture. The carved lines create
a visual direction we can easily follow.
John has mastered several relatively
simple techniques to add enchantment
to hollow vessels.

Visual texture
Texture is as much visual as it is tactile.
Painters paint realistic images of rocks,
feathers, and fruit on canvases, and
sculptors form realistic renditions of
everyday objects out of metal, wood,
bronze, clay, or any other material. The
artist’s use of a variety of embellishments to create the look of a rock, rope,

(Opposite page) Louise Hibbert, Hayley Smith collaboration,
Spongosphaera, 2012, English sycamore, copper, acrylic resin, acrylic inks,
2" × 9¾" (5cm × 25cm)
(Above) John Jordan, Untitled, 2007, Walnut, 9" × 9" (23cm × 23cm)
(Left) Steve Sinner, Ariadne’s Thread, 2006, Maple, acrylic paint, ink, gold
leaf, 22" × 4½" (56cm × 11cm)
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Tom Eckert, Aberrant Ascension, 2005, Polychrome wood,
21" × 12" × 12" (53cm × 30cm × 30cm)

or cantaloupe influences our
perceptions. Jacques Vesery
skillfully used woodburnedcarving and acrylic paint to
embellish turned-wood spheres
in his Diversity in the Round
Series. Each orb plays with
our visual sense: We believe
we are looking at rusted
metal hammered,
screwed, and nailed
into round; an exquisite
seashell fossil; ready-toeat cantaloupe; and a ropewrapped rock—loosen the rope
and that rock will surely continue cracking. Jacques not only
captured the essence of “rock,”
he seemingly arrests movement.
Masterful.
Tom Eckert has taken this
concept even further in
Aberrant Ascension, pushing
perception to the point of disbelief. Our eyes instinctively
recognize the napkin and
dishes—in our view this piece
has the convincing shape, form,

value, color, and feel of a cloth napkin
draped over a haphazard stack of plates
and bowls. Yet, one bowl levitates. We
know a bowl cannot float, but there it
is, a suspended bowl seemingly supporting cloth. Surface embellishment
used in this manner becomes the piece
itself and encourages the viewer to
believe in something not real. This is,
of course, an extreme use of texture,
but it illustrates the powerful effect
surface embellishment can have when
used on wood.

Combine tactile and visual
We can combine physical and visual
texture to create illusions or deceptions. In Dixie Biggs’ Memories in the
Making, she manipulated the surface
of a hollow cherry vessel to add stylized ginkgo leaves, seemingly embracing the form. The layered surface
helps guide our eyes to interpret
the shapes as leaves. By introducing
contrast with color and texture, the
bottom and top surfaces of the leaves
become separated, changing the way
light reflects. Our eyes are engaged

Jacques Vesery, Junkyard Dog Ball, Tritubyteme, Roll Away the Dew, That’s a Wrap, Diversity in the Round Series, 2008, Cherry, acrylics, each sphere, 3" (76mm) dia
Private Collections
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Dixie Biggs, Memories in the Making, 2011,
Cherry, 4" × 4½" (10cm × 11cm)

William Hunter, Shelter from the Storm, 2008, Eucalyptus burl, 10½" × 26" × 17" (27cm × 66cm × 43cm)
Photo: Tony Cuma

Photo: Randy Batista

and we want to explore the various
layers. If we were to handle this piece,
eyes closed, we would be able to differentiate layers by touch. Dixie’s
combined techniques of woodburning, carving, texturing, and painting
are, of course, perfected from years of
exploration and experience.
We get the sense in Bill Hunter’s
Shelter from the Storm that it was
nature’s intent to create this vessel.
In reality, we know we will not find

another object with such multifaceted
and rich surface quality anywhere in
nature. Our eyes linger, swirled by the
direction of the deeply carved lines,
admiring the complexity. The ambiguous title makes us wonder what or
who is being sheltered: Are we to be
protected from a stormy vessel? Or, has
an unleashed fury created the need for
arms to shelter an object from further
harm? The concept is expressive of
Bill’s vast creativity.
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Add and subtract
The additive and subtractive processes
allow us to add, or take away, material
from wood to create fanciful forms
that delightfully display texture,
patterns, bumps, and voids. Louise
Hibbert is well known for her almost
real, but not quite lifelike containers,
such as Spongosphaera, and Thomasia,
Cotoneaster, Follicularis. This trio
appears “of nature,” and is an excellent example of the additive process.
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Louise Hibbert,
Sarah Parker-Eaton
collaboration, Thomasia,
Cotoneaster, Follicularis, 2012, English
sycamore, silver, gold, acrylic resin,
acrylic inks, Thomasia is 7" × 2½"
(18cm × 6cm)
Collection of Olga Jedlickova,
Czech Republic
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Collaborator Sarah Parker-Eaton
applied multiple silver “jacks” to the
outer surface of the largest form, and
Louise used acrylic-based paste and
paint to mold luminescent spikes onto
the surface of its interior form, making
it look even more three-dimensional.
Those spikes offer a visual dilemma:
Are we threatened or compelled to
reach in and pick up this orb? Is its
treasure of a lone silver and gold jack
worth risking the spiky warning?
In many of his turned sculptures,
Graeme Priddle also turns voids,
a subtractive process that leaves
the work far greater than its original mass. Feasting on Tahi, Rau,
our eyes move in and out of the
composition, relishing smooth
surface and soft bumps, texture
accentuated by color.

Graeme Priddle, Tahi, Rau
(One, Two), 2008, Matai, acrylic paint,
15" × 7½" × 4" (38cm × 19cm × 10cm)
Private Collection

Explore by playing
Every woodturner begins his or
her exploration of texture by
applying basic techniques to
turned objects, such as Al Stirt’s
turned and carved Honduras
rosewood platter from 1986.
He now uses more complex
designs and color. Al’s turned,
carved, and sandblasted African
series bowl from 1990 is an icon of
early turned and carved vessels. Brad
Adams’ burl bowl is one of his first
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Louise Hibbert, Hayley Smith
collaboration, Spongosphaera, 2012,
English sycamore, copper, acrylic resin,
acrylic inks, 2" × 9¾" (5cm × 25cm)
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Louise Hibbert, Salt and
Pepper Mills, 2013, English
sycamore, brass, acrylic resin,
acrylic inks, 6½" × 2¾"
(17cm × 7cm)
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attempts at adding woodburning to
a rim. Louise Hibbert’s addition of
vertical carved grooves and acrylic
paste and paint to her turned peppermills renders them easier for grinding their contents. Peppermills can
be a prelude to more complex work.
Consider spicing up your turnings!
Start your experimentation by
keeping it simple: Use a small carbide

rotary tip attached to a Dremel tool
to enhance the surface of a bowl’s
rim. Thoroughly explore the various
textures this rotary tool can create:
rough, bumpy, convex, or furred. Try
a woodburning tool: Burn jagged or
patterned lines, dots, and depressions. Carve with whatever carving
tool you have available, and then
paint the surface. Attend

demonstrations. Take a class at one
of the many woodturning schools.
Playfully explore. And, most important, have fun!
Tania Radda was born in France and raised
in São Paulo, Brazil. She obtained an MFA
in wood sculpture from Arizona State
University. Tania is a master of bending
wood to extremes to magically create
unique whimsical pieces.

(Above) Al Stirt, African Series bowl, 1990,
Boxelder burl, 6" × 7⅝" (15cm × 19cm)
(Left) Al Stirt, untitled platter, 1986, Honduras
rosewood, 11" (28cm) dia

Brad Adams, A Thousand Faces, 2013, Bigleaf maple burl, dye,
5¼" × 16½" (13cm × 42cm)
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